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• Bureau of Labor Statistics Programs
– Employment and Unemployment Statistics
– Prices and Living Conditions
– Compensation and Working Conditions
– Productivity and Technology
– International Labor Data
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• Major Pricing and Living Conditions Data
– Consumer Price Indexes
– Producer Price Indexes
– U.S. Import and Export Price Indexes
– Consumer Expenditure Survey
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• CE Survey Background
– Buying Habits
– Revision of CPI market basket
– Two parts
• Diary of consumer units – recordkeeping
• Interview – expenditures at 3 month intervals
– Results integrate both surveys
– Amounts include taxes
– Rotating panel design – quarterly changes
– Representative sample
The Consumer Expenditure Survey 
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• CE Survey tabulations
– Full range of demos:
• Income quintiles and classes
• Age
• Size and composition of consumer uit
• Number of earners
• Housing tenure
• Urban or Rural
• Race/Hispanic origin
• Geographic Region
• Education
• Occupation
The Consumer Expenditure Survey 
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• CE Survey tabulations …. Continued
– Average annual data for
• Pre-tax income age consumer unit size, region
• Single consumers gender and income or age
• Selected Metros (MSA’s) – but not Omaha
• Data available for 1984 - 2013
The Consumer Expenditure Survey 
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The Consumer Expenditure Survey 2010 – 2013 Characteristics
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• Relatively flat income
• Stagnant home ownership
 Rental unit opportunity?
 What’s happening with HH formation? 
The Consumer Expenditure Survey 2010 – 2013 Food
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• Decline in Food away from home
• Decline in Diary Products
 Farmer’s market opportunity? 
 Shift to preparing meals at home versus going out?
The Consumer Expenditure Survey 2010 – 2013 Housing
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• Increase in rentals
• Decline in furnishings
These trends tend to reinforce: 
 Rental unit opportunity?
 What’s happening with HH formation? 
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The Consumer Expenditure Survey 2010 – 2013 Transportation 
• Decline in gas and motor oil spending
• Decline in Public transit
 Are lower oil prices driving less use of Public Transit?
The Consumer Expenditure Survey 2010 – 2013 Other Items 
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• Entertainment and Reading down
• Education down
 Is technology impacting the way we play and learn?
Consumer Expenditure Survey Data
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The Consumer Expenditure Survey Example Table by Age 
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Consumer Expenditure Example
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Average Annual Spending 
65-74 Age Cohort 
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Slide intentionally left blank
Some of the ideas/analysis presented here come from this book
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Summary: "Bestselling author and financial guru 
Harry Dent shows why we're facing a decade-long 
"great deflation“, and what to do about it. 
Throughout his long career as an economic 
forecaster, Harry Dent has relied on 
demographics - the ultimate tool for predicting 
both big and small trends, decades in advance. 
Now he explains what's going to happen to our 
economy with the accelerating retirements of the 
Baby Boomers. Inflation wanes when large 
numbers of older people retire, downsize their 
homes, and cut their spending. The mass 
retirement of the Boomers won't just hold back 
inflation, it will actually cause deflation-with a 
downturn and periodic crises from 2014 until 
about 2023. His advice will help readers survive 
and prosper during the challenging years ahead.“
Published: 2014 – Available at UNO Library
• The Consumer Expenditure Survey tells us how much people spend on 
certain products
– Can be broken down by age, income, education, etc.
– Peak spending (from Dent pages 11-13):
• Average family borrows the most when parents are age 41 (step-up home purchase)
• Most spending on potato chips when head of household is age 42
• Motorcycles at age 47; Recreational vehicles at age 57
• Spending peaks at age 46 for average family; 53 for more educated/affluent
• People save the most at age 54 and have highest net worth at age 64
“The Best Leading Indicator – People do predictable things as they age”
~ Demographics drive economic and other trends
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Marriage
1st child
Children turn 
into teenagers
Kids now in college
Trade in that 
minivan
Where are we at in the cycle?
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1961 
peak
1975 
low
2007 
peak
There are different ways to define the 
generations. This uses peaks to troughs in 
births. Standard babyboom is 1946-1964. 
Part of the recent “apartment boom” has been 
a rising # of millennials hitting that peak age. It 
may soon fade, but then their increased 
demand for larger homes will begin!
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Where are we at in the cycle? (continued)
Were the housing markets in Florida and 
Arizona destined to comeback after the 
downturn??
Sure! Demographics foretold that. They 
have largely recovered and apparently 
have “more room to run”. 
• For years people have been asking 
about and anticipating the rise in need 
for nursing homes, assisted living, in 
home care, etc. 
• But those needs weren’t imminent then 
as we had to move through the 
“Depression cohort” first (low births in 
the 1930s). 
• It’ll be several years yet before needs 
for the “oldest old” will really increase.
 Some boomers will have needs prior to 
age 84, so there’ll be growth from that.
Peak spending analyses using lagged births has been a pretty good 
indicator; what does the analysis suggest for Europe’s economic growth?
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Example Analysis for Lancaster County: Let the good times roll! 
Demographics were flashing a warning sign in 2007
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Other Value-Added Analyses: College Grads and Workforce Growth
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Nationally, echo boom/millennial 
births peaked in 1990. Thus, 22 
years later in 2012 you expect a 
high point in college grads, with 
softening thereafter.
Note: this doesn’t factor in 
differences in the rate at which 
high school grads attend college. 
“Office buildings are the most 
sensitive to upward/downward 
moves in the economy, especially 
job creation/losses. This sector does 
not turn upward until around 2023, 
so I (Dent) would advise generally 
waiting to build/invest in office 
buildings. It is better to lease than 
own for the next decade.” – pg 83
Local example: Lancaster County, influenced by college students, will see 
workforce growth, but at lower levels of increase, following the U.S. trend
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Practical Analysis: What is the potential college student population?
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• Let’s say you were interested not in college graduates 
by rather potential 18-year olds for college enrollment
• Births delayed by 18 years would give you a good proxy 
for the number of potential students for enrollment
• In this example, let’s evaluate the counties around 
Kearney for UN-K (I chose these – others could be used)
Example target 
counties for UN-K
Draw a Conclusion: Will UN-K have more potential students from their 
“local area” to draw from in the years ahead?
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Potential 18-Year Olds in "Central Nebraska" based on Births from 1977 to 2014
Source: Vital Statistics Reports, Nebraska Department of Health/Human Prepared by: David Drozd, CPAR @ UNO
What about an analysis for elementary or high school? 
It is clear why school consolidation has occurred. 
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A small rise in 2019 will break a string of 29 straight years of decreases. 
Increased births in the baby boom echo caused a slight increase in the late 
1980s – the 3rd wave of births stemming from the baby boom should hold 
enrollments steady in the 2020s (about 30 years separate the birth waves).
• Demand for certain products/services will 
undoubtedly change
– Certain items may not have as much demand as they 
do now as the generations transition
• Recall that the baby boom was a sharp increase, and that it’s 
echo (millennials) is a longer but less intense rise
– Thus, you can have a falloff in demand, especially age-specific 
peak demands
• One example is housing, specifically single family housing
– As baby boomers downsize and/or pass away, combined with a 
higher proportion of millennials renting, demand for single family 
homes may lessen
– Potential exists for “dyers to exceed buyers”
How will things adjust? 
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With deaths set to rise, more homes will come onto the market, 
which pressures prices
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Japan is further along in their 
demographic shift than the United 
States. They are a very “old” 
country. Note the correlation 
between home prices and the 
ages at which home buying and 
deaths occur. 
The correlation has also been 
seen in the U.S. It’s where the 
demographics are heading 
that is a concern. 
Local Example: Homebuying fundamentals softened into 2009, but look 
good for the next decade before increased boomer deaths make an impact
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Can run analyses you think make sense – this shows the trend if 10% of 
key ages are in the market to buy vs. turnover from projected deaths
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• Census Bureau projections for the U.S.:
– http://www.census.gov/population/projections/data/
national/2014.html
– Have summary tables and downloadable files
• CPAR projections for Nebraska
– By single year of age and gender for 4 racial groups
• Hispanic, White non-Hispanic, Black non-Hispanic, Other non 
Hispanic: sum of these four is the total population
– https://goo.gl/plpIKd
• Consumer Expenditure Survey
– http://www.bls.gov/cex/
– CE Tables section in middle of page perhaps most 
useful; microdata are available
Resources for more information
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